
TOGOUCHI Single Malt
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

Created by master distiller Taihei Yamamoto. This single malt is a blend of bourbon and sherry 
cask maturation. Unlike Sakurao Single Malt, this one is matured in an abandoned railway tunnel 
in a low mountain range.
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TOGOUCHI 15YO
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

It is aged 15 years in American oak barrels. The blend consists of 25% corn whisky and 75%
barley and wheat whisky.
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TOGOUCHI 9YO
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

An unconventional tasting profile of Japanese whisky. Aged 9 years in American oak barrels.
Blend consists of 46% barley whisky, 36% malted whisky and 18% corn whisky.
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Japany Sakurao Distillery
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TOGOUCHI Pure Malt
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

A blend of single malts aged between 3 and 9 years, very lightly peated. Aged in sherry and
Bourbon casks.
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Country of origin ABVCategory
Japany Sakurao Distillery
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TOGOUCHI Sake Cask Finish
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

The only sake-aged Japanese whisky on the market. Aged in bourbon barrels and then finished
for 3 months in sake barrels sourced directly from the Chugoku Jozo cellars.
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Japany Sakurao Distillery
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TOGOUCHI Beer Cask Finish
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

It is aged in bourbon barrels and then finished for 6 months in IPA-style beer barrels in the heart
of the Chugoku Jozo cellars. To create this innovative finish, only 36 barrels were filled.
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Japany Sakurao Distillery
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TOGOUCHI Premium
Togouchi is a premium and artisanal Japanese whisky brand produced by Chugoku Shuzo, based
in Hatsukaichi, Hiroshima Prefecture. The distillery was founded in 1918 and has been producing
sake and liquor for more than 100 years. Production of Togouchi whisky began in 1990.
Togouchi whisky's unique aging process involves aging in an abandoned 361-meter-long railroad
tunnel with a constant temperature of 15°C and 80% humidity. The whiskies are then blended
and reduced with natural spring water from the neighboring Sandankyo Mountains. Although
Japanese whisky-making methods are rooted in Scottish tradition, Japan has a great deal of
blending freedom.

An unconventional tasting profile of Japanese whisky. Aged 3 years in American oak barrels.
Blend consists of 15% corn whisky, 10% malted whisky and 76% grain whisky.
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Japany Sakurao Distillery
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